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This short mail — being a quick & strong answer to the USPTO’s AI initiative launched by Andrei Iancu on 21.08.2019[552] — comprises only the below brief 2 sections, the headlines of which moreover clearly indicate what they are telling.

I. An Important Clarification: Why the Director’s AIPartnership-Forum is Timely ‘to the Point’.

The reason is evident: AI has originally taken off on its triumphal course in industrial production — now it is penetrating also the mass-market, with the impact on the patent community that it may add to the PE misery an AI misery. Without control, the charm of this type of AI in the patent context may surprise.

The ‘Director’s Forum on AI in patenting’ is probably the only sufficiently authoritative instrument to stay on course with definitively resolving the PE problem, as Andrei Iancu promotes it since in office — by the next version of the USPTO’s 2019 PE-Guideline — and nevertheless optimally unfolding by this AIPartnership forum the enormous socio-economic potentials of US society’s innovativeness. Yet, once an illusionary ‘AI patenting stampede’ is on — what AI’s recent triumphal success may trigger any time — it is hard to return to rationality, as the (much smaller) PE stampede for ETCIs patenting just showed (i.e. ignoring the Supreme Court’s ‘framework warning’ instead of leveraging on it, as[9] and many publications of the FSTP-Project tell). The USPTO’s AI-initiative hence is really to the point — especially as to the many CRISPR-based patent applications[8,495].

II. My Friday Mail to You Replied already to the 16 AI Questions Asked by the Director’s Forum.

This does not mean that the Director’s AI Forum is superfluous. On the contrary: Exceeding the Section I issue, this Forum is right to the point also as to focusing the US patent community on still another fundamental aspect of AI in patenting: It is AI’s much higher disruptivity than the 12+ AI questions indicate — which hence are no new questions, but the old ones. Thereby, this holds only as the Director’s AI Forum is based on the Supreme Court’s framework requirements — otherwise, AI is next to negligible. This disruptivity is briefly explained in my preceding mail[9] & in[508].

For a patent (to be) granted on an ETCI, its AI comprises — by the FSTP-Test implementing & vastly automizing it — ●the “enforceability of its patent-eligibility & patentability” in the USPTO and in US courts, ●its draftability “totally SPL-robust”, ●testing it for (not) being totally SPL-robust, and ●identifying & drafting all sets of still unknown adjacent ETCIs, ●… All these AI aspects are disruptive for the respective hitherto necessarily ‘manual’ activities.

And from these AI implications — evidenced by the FSTP-Test, which any ETCI must pass for being patent-eligible & patentable — follows that they also answer the asked 16 AI questions (using the numbering in[552,553]). This statement trivially only holds — and the below answers — as the AI used in the FSTP-Test models the 35 USC §§ 112/101/102/103.

1. What are elements of an AI invention? Exactly those of the AI inventions in FSTPtech-KR, see[552,9].
2. What are the different ways that a natural person can contribute to conception of an AI invention and be eligible to be a named inventor? Exactly those known/applied from in ‘pre-Al-Invention’ patenting.
3. Do current patent laws and regulations regarding[552] …? NO / NONE
4. Should an entity or entities other than[552] …? NO

* The authors’ thanks for discussing my mails go to U. Díaz, C. Negrutiu, D. Schoenberg, J. Schulze, J. Wang, B. Wegner, R. Wetzler, B. Wittig.
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